30 Years of Ministry

Happy Trails
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans
Some trails are happy ones,
others are blue.
It’s the way you ride the trail that counts,
Here’s a happy one for you
Happy trails, to you
Until we meet again
Happy trails to you,
keep smiling until then.
Who cares about the clouds when we’re together
Just sing a song and bring the sunny weather
Happy trails to you
Until we meet again.
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Steady leadership and happy trails
By: Bill Hopper
As the current Chair of the Board of Deacons of
First Baptist Church, I was asked to oﬀer some
words in celebration of Frank Granger’s thirty years
of ministry at FBC Athens from the perspective of
the Diaconate. As I considered the request, it
occurred to me that our church has been without a
senior minister at least ﬁve of the past twenty years.
While FBC Athens has been blessed with some
outstanding interim ministers and pulpit supply
providers, Frank Granger has been the rock on
which our church found continuity. As Deacon
Chair, I recognize and appreciate Frank’s steadfast
leadership. However, I wonder if many in the
congregation fully realize his contributions because
Frank gives of his many gifts so freely with a selﬂess
servant’s heart.
From a practical standpoint, Frank is the source of
all FBC Athens institutional knowledge. If it has
happened at FBC Athens in the past thirty years,
Frank likely has a ﬁle containing the details. By my
count, Frank has worked with three senior
ministers, three interim ministers, and numerous
other ministers over the past thirty years. I never
recall a petty disagreement or jealousy in all those
years. Frank has served as our educator, mentor,
pastor, facilitator, leader, encourager, counselor, and
friend.

was on his Last Crusade; George H. W. Bush was
President; and smoking was banned on cross
country ﬂights. Frank arrived at FBC Athens before
the world wide web was even proposed in 1990.
No, Frank did not have dark hair in 1990. He was
more salt and pepper.
I cannot separate my vocational thoughts about
Frank from my personal ones. Over thirty plus
years, Frank and Teresa have been my friends. Ben
was an infant when the Grangers arrived in Athens.
We have raised children together and supported
each other in times of sorrow and bliss, and
normalcy and crisis. While this writing is intended
to celebrate Frank’s thirty years at FBC Athens,
Frank’s inﬂuence on our church cannot be separated
from Teresa’s impact. (Did I mention that Teresa is
one of my favorite bakers? Frank knows his way
around the kitchen as well, but I digress…) Frank
and Teresa are a wonderful example of a Christian
marriage – united in service to each other, their
church, and their Lord.

The overall theme of this collection of writings is
“Happy trails.” If you have ever received an email
from Frank (and there are many), then you know
that he always signs oﬀ with the phrase, “Happy
trails.” That parting line is a signature trait of
Frank’s. For many years, I found that closing line to
Thirty years in one place is a long time, especially in be a little odd. Was Frank a devoted fan of Cowboy
the same church. If we are honest, a minister works Roy Rogers and his horse, Trigger, as a child? It
for the Lord, but he/she also works for the
seems that a preacher might use something like
membership and memberships have vastly diﬀerent “Blessings” or “In Christ” or something more
opinions on meaningful and meaningless matters. If “church-like.” I have never asked Frank why
you do not believe that last statement, please ask me “Happy trails.” Only Frank knows why he chose
about a past discussion over the placement of a
that parting line. As I reﬂect today, I believe that
communion table.
closing line is a sincere hope from Frank to the
recipient to heed the message from Psalm 144:15:
Frank arrived at FBC Athens in 1989. (We are
“Happy are the people whose God is the Lord!” It
remiss in celebrating Frank’s 30th year. Events got in was a good day when Frank and Teresa moved to
the way. Dates were set at least twice and then
Athens in 1989. Thanks be to God for Frank
cancelled. And, then Covid hit.) In 1989, the
Granger and his thirty years of ministry at First
Electric Slide was a new dance craze; Indiana Jones Baptist Church.

No Matter What You Call Him

By: John Pierce, Executive Editor and Publisher, Good Faith Media
With Frank’s changing job titles over the past three decades, I’ve found it a bit hard to keep up with
the latest. So, in recent years, I have simply introduced him as “Minister of Miscellany.” In fact, it
may be more descriptively ﬁtting than the previous ones — whatever they were.
Other possible titles come to mind when the next change is needed. Perhaps “The Last Surviving
Minister of Education” or even “Neptune Salad.”
Have you ever been on a seven-night cruise? The ﬁrst night you choose the “Neptune Salad” from
the menu and it is a delightful blend of greens, fruit and grilled shrimp with a light, limey vinaigrette
dressing. Two nights later you choose the “Seaside Salad” — and it has a remarkable resemblance to
the “Neptune Salad.” By the ﬁnal night you’re not surprised or confused when the “Captain’s Choice
Salad” arrives as a delightful blend of greens, fruit and shrimp with a light, limey vinaigrette dressing.
Frank is like that; no matter what you call him, you get the same. And that’s good!
He’s always reliable, thoughtful, resourceful, helpful and cooperative. Frank is both a creative leader
and a team player. His organizational skills, warm personality and future focus serve this congregation (and other places where he’s involved) very well.
So I’ve leaned on Frank more than once to bring those ﬁne and needed qualities to the publishing
ministry of Nurturing Faith — now part of the newly-formed Good Faith Media. He has helped in
many ways including providing counsel on curriculum development and a redesign of the journal.
He has served on our nominating committee and organized an excellent Board of Directors meeting
in Athens, including a wonderful dinner and program with Grady College faculty held here at the
church.
So a year after Frank rotated oﬀ the Board, following six years of faithful service, I came back for a
second helping of his helping. Fortunately, he agreed to be a part of this publishing ministry that relies on the good gifts of many. With Good Faith Media in its infancy, I’m delighted to have Frank
serving on the Publishing Council of the Strategic Advisory Board. His engagement will be very
helpful in evaluating and enhancing the production and delivery of our many resources including
Bible studies, journal and books.
Frank has already been particularly helpful in the early concepts for developing congregational resources to advance what we are calling the Jesus Worldview Initiative. The goal is help churches and
individuals to put the call to follow Jesus — reﬂected in his life and teachings — above any other religious/political ideology. To that end, last year, I invited Frank to be part of a small-group Jesus
Worldview Retreat. He and I shared a cabin for that week at a ranch in West Yellowstone, Montana.
We had stimulating and helpful conversations with others around the ﬁreplace each evening and
morning. The discussions continued while we hiked some “happy trails” in both Yellowstone and
Grand Teton National Parks — with Frank’s new Solomon boots the envy of every oﬀ-brand hiker
in the group.
I appreciate Frank’s insights and availability. It’s always good to grab some coﬀee at Hendershots and
run my latest crazy idea by him.

For eight of the past nine years I’ve had a daughter attending UGA. So Athens was always a draw. But I’ll
keep coming over from time to time to visit with Frank
and others. It is my delight to have Frank as a friend
and fellow trailblazer — and I’m grateful to share in this
signiﬁcant milestone in his ministry and that of the First
Baptist Church of Athens, Ga.
As Roy Rogers and Dale Evans melodiously put it: “It’s
the way you ride the trail that counts, here’s a happy
one for you.”
Keep riding well, Frank, no matter what title hangs on
your door.

Ever-Present on the Trail

By: Adam and Ben Granger

You don’t do something for 30 years or have 30 years
of experience with someone without dedication,
commitment and the genuine desire to be present. Our
father has an innate ability to be ever-present, he’s loyal
and he is a true master of his craft. This combination of
personality traits and characteristics have been
extremely meaningful for us. They resemble who we
aim to be and what we strive for in our daily lives.
They also speak to the way in which we grew up. Not
only for the fact that Frank Granger is our father, but
because we grew up in the church in which he
worked. Our dad has been a source of endurance and
depth for First Baptist Athens.
Just as he has mentored us, he has served as a dedicated
conversation partner, active listener, and a steady
dependable minister to members of the congregation
and young early career ministers. Often our Dad can
ask more questions than he can provide answers, but in
an authentically curious manner he will help you seek
an answer. Our father makes an impact and touches
the lives of those he meets. He does so with
intentionality. He is attentive to everyone and
everything around him. He cares for others and puts

the needs of others ahead of his own reﬂecting they
way Paul describes Christ’s humility in Philippians 2:34 “Do nothing from selﬁsh ambition or conceit, but in
humility regard others as better than yourselves. Let
each of you look not to your own interests, but the
interest of others.”
His more than 30 years at FBC has been a
commitment to the congregation and a passion for the
Christian community. It’s ﬂat out impressive and
inspiring. Perhaps even more inspiring is his
commitment to learning. Our father’s passion for
education extends across his work at FBC Athens and
in ministry. Although naturally curious, our Father’s
passion of learning is beyond himself supporting work
of Christian Education outside the walls of FBC
Athens.
Reﬂecting on 30 years of service is truly remarkable
especially for those like us who get the pleasure to
know him as a father, a leader in the church and, most
importantly, a man of faith.

Invitations and Memories

By: Pam Durso, President, Central Baptist Theological Seminary

A historian really should have a better memory when it comes to signiﬁcant “ﬁrst” meetings, but alas, I do
not remember the ﬁrst time that I encountered Frank Granger. I wish I did. Everyone should have
memories of the really important moments of their lives.
So what I do remember. I remember all the invitations! Since my earliest days as executive director of
Baptist Women in Ministry, Frank has over and over again invited me to speak, to preach, to participate,
and to be connected to First Baptist Church of Athens. Those invitations were meaningful—every single
one of them. Frank invited me to speak on a Wednesday night in February 2011 about women in
ministry. He asked me to share with college students about vocational discernment in January 2015. He
invited me to talk about my work on the Clergy Sexual Misconduct Task Force in August 2018, and in
March of 2019, Frank asked if I would preach for three Sundays following Paul Baxley’s departure for his
new role with the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship.
While those invitations surely did make me feel welcomed, what I realized over time is that Frank was
showing his cards. With each invitation, he shared with me and with you, his beloved congregation, at
First Baptist what he truly values, what he believes in, and what he has given his life to. This is what I
learned from those invitations: Frank values the inclusion of women’s voice and the celebration of their
gifts as ministers; he makes space for all people to explore, discover, and discern God’s calling to them;
and he is committed to the hard work of justice and accountability while also dedicated to serving with
compassion and care the most vulnerable among us. His invitations reveal his heart.
During my years at BWIM, I also had opportunity to teach at McAfee School of Theology, where I soon
learned that Frank’s invitational ministry extended well beyond me. Many of the students at McAfee were
recipients of Frank’s wisdom and care. He had been their friend, their mentor. He taught them in classes
at McAfee, spoke at their ordinations, listened and oﬀered advice in diﬃcult seasons of their journey, and
encouraged them every step of the way. The list of young ministers is long, but I’ll name just a few that
you will recognize: Lee Ritchie, Hannah Coe, Amanda Lewis, and Emily Harbin. Each of them have
expressed to me their deep appreciation of Frank, shared stories about the important role he has played in
their ministries, and told me of his invitations to them to be part of his own faith journey.
In early 2013, Frank showed up at my door with another invitation—not an invitation for me but one for
Baptist Women in Ministry. That spring Frank asked if our organization would honor his mother by
establishing a new award in her memory. That invitation resulted in the formation of The Frankie Huﬀ
Granger Distinguished Mentor Award. The award was presented for the ﬁrst time on June 26, 2013 at
BWIM’s thirtieth anniversary celebration in Greensboro, North Carolina. Anne Thomas Neil was the
ﬁrst recipient, and six other Baptist mentors have since been honored with the Frankie Huﬀ Granger
Distinguished Mentor Award. What I learned in 2013 is that Frank inherited his invitational style of
ministry from his mother, who had that exact same gift.
What I learned from Frank is that his mother served First Baptist Church, Berea, South Carolina, for over
twenty years. She began as kindergarten director in 1968 and retired as minister of education in 1991.
During all her years in ministry, Frankie served as a mentor to women, women who had few role models

in ministry and who desperately needed someone to
encourage them. Frankie became that role model
that for many girls and young women—within her
congregation and beyond. But her ministry was
inclusive of all. Throughout her life, she invited girls
and boys, women and men to explore, discover,
discern, embrace and live into God’s calling. With
Frankie as his mother and his model for ministry, our
friend Frank saw and learned and soon embraced
invitational ministry himself.
One last memory. Last February, I sat next to Frank
during the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship’s annual
ChurchWorks gathering held at Third Baptist
Church in St. Louis, Missouri. We were in the fourth
row, chatting with those around us and then
listening to meeting announcements. One of those
announcements was the naming of the recipient of
the 2019 Jack Naish Distinguished Educator Award.
The award was described and then Frank’s name was
called. I turned to look at him. He was stunned and
pleased and honored and overwhelmed and ﬁlled
with joy—all his emotions showed up on his face. He
was called to the stage, presented with a plaque, and
said a few words.

2019 Frankie Huff Granger
Outstanding Mentor Award
Jay Kieve (pictured) with Frank
Granger

While he was speaking, I dug in my purse and pulled
out my package of Kleenex. When he returned to
the fourth row, I handed him a tissue. That is my
clearest and best memory of Frank Granger: I
remember his tears. I remember the humility and
happiness that both were so evident on his face. I
remember being so thankful that I had the opportunity
to sit next to him and experience that moment—all
because he invited me to join him on the fourth row.

Frank accepts the 2019 Jack Naish
Distinguished Educator Award from
CBF’s Josh Speight, Manager of
Leadership Development

Just Call Frank

By: Mark Sanders
“Call Frank...”
If I had one rule of thumb for my life and the life of this church over the last three decades, it would be
to do just that: “Call Frank.” In good times or bad, when in doubt or with certainty, to ﬁx or to share,
to laugh or to cry…I call Frank. He is the model minister and the model friend.
Today we celebrate The Reverend Doctor Charles Franklin Granger, Minister of Christian
Community and Bastion of Stability and Longevity, reaﬃrming his Divine Calling and
commemorating his Thirtieth Anniversary in ministry at First Baptist Church, Athens. Frank’s good
nature, keen wisdom and steady hand have guided us through pastoral transitions, building campaigns,
denominational turmoil, community redevelopment, and most recently, civil strife and Old Testament
-worthy plagues. We have always relied on him, although sometimes I confess perhaps a little too
much. But Frank’s always been there.
To know Frank is to love Frank. Devoted Son. Adoring Husband. Proud Father. Loyal Friend.
Renaissance Man. Old Soul. With that silver haired wisdom that once belied his youth but since well
earned, he is timeless and ageless. He lives a life of unimpeachable integrity and is as dependable as the
sun. He can be professional and serious, yet sometimes silly and goofy. Frank is known for that warm
smile but impish grin, with a twinkle in his eyes that implies more to the story. His calm, reassuring
melodious voice can deliver with equal parts gravitas and humor. But oh the laugh…that most
genuine, spontaneous self-startling laugh, with the high pitched cackle worthy of a peacock (listen
here and tell me I’m wrong: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgDw2iIcmQ0 ).
Back in the day, most churches worth their weight in casseroles used to identify a rotating member of
the staﬀ as the designated “Minister on Call,” usually entrusting the reliable “beeper” to a singular staﬀ
member in order to have someone for church members to call 24/7 for life’s emergent needs that week.
But I and my family always knew that regardless of who had the pager, our beloved friend and trusted
minister Frank was the one who always going to show up. Whatever the circumstance and whenever
the hour, he always answers the call (often before made) because of his true sense of God’s Calling.
That’s why we call Frank. Have a late night ﬂat tire or need a friend to talk to? I’m calling Frank. Need
a handyman, gardener, artist, poet? Need a golf partner or reliable co-pilot? Looking for a pot of
gourmet chili, a lavish cake baked, an impromptu solo beﬁtting a cantor, an eloquent blessing or
heartfelt eulogy, any curriculum written, insightful commentary or embarrassing dad joke? Frank can
do it all. Just call. I’d even invest my last pay phone dime or my last fading bar of cellular service.
Frank is an incredibly gifted minister of the Gospel, easily one of the most respected Christian
educators in moderate Baptist life. But beyond the requisite preaching, teaching, marrying, burying
and dunking, Frank has a deeper and broader sense of calling based upon relationships. Frank is a
people’s minister who exhibits a true warmth and genuineness. He has long been prophetic in the
pulpit and the community, serving as a champion for women in ministry, racial reconciliation, social
justice, intergenerational and community focused missions long before it was popular to do so. I have
experienced Frank’s ministry up close and personal in so many ways: He has that uncanny knack to
text or call out of the blue, just to say “hey” or to encourage you to persevere on your worst or best or
most mundane days. I love the way he’s engaged my kids. I cherish the words he said at my dad’s
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funeral. His constant “ministry of presence” and his always available words of love and support make up much of
the soundtrack of my life’s spiritual journey.
But to fully understand Frank, all you need to know is how much he values his family. Charles Wesley Granger
and Frankie Huﬀ Granger were proud members of the Greatest Generation, committed Christians and noted
educators who raised their son with a lifelong love for learning and the steady, sturdy, practical values of the closeknit mill village of Berea that helped rear him and equip him to be a Furman man. There, Teresa Hunt of Forrest
City took over and the rest is history, as the couple’s perpetual love story and incredible partnership of ministry and
service have inspired us all. Frank and Teresa, Ben and Adam…I know of no team more committed to loving and
serving each other and God.
Many years ago, a dear friend gave me a copy of Frederick Buechner’s Wishful Thinking, a pithy little book that I
still keep on my desk for inspiration and insight. With simplicity and brilliance, Buechner writes that “Faith is
better understood as a verb than as a noun,” adding a powerful metaphor of human friendship to help explain
FAITH and how one can better see and know God:
“I have faith that my friend is my friend…there's something about the way I feel when he's around, about the way
he looks me in the eye, about the way we can talk to each other without pretense and be silent together without
embarrassment, that makes me willing to put my life in his hands, as I do each time I call him friend…I can't prove
the friendship of my friend. When I experience it, I don't need to prove it…So it is with the Godness of God.”
Every time I read these words of faith via relationship, I always smile as I turn to the cover page to reread its
inscription: “To a great friend in this sea of change in Church and Baptist life. May the years ahead be, and have, an
element of Truth, Substance, and Grace as we sail our courses.” - Frank Granger March 7, 1996
You see, that’s what Frank Granger means to me. He has always been a man of unshakeable truth, deep substance
and boundless grace. Through his dedicated ministry and our treasured friendship, I have come to better know
God and see Christ. In short, he’s always been there for me…for you…for our families, our church and God’s
Kingdom. I am so grateful to God that He put Frank in our lives and that we have shared that course together. So
glad that God called Frank to the ministry, to always answer our call…to love us and teach us and lead us in the
way.
Well done good and faithful servant.

Sharing the Trail

By: Paul Baxley, Executive Coordinator, Cooperative Baptist Fellowship
For nearly nine years I had the chance of serving alongside Frank Granger on the ministerial staﬀ of
First Baptist Athens. Now I am really pleased that I am able to call him one of my ministers and am
grateful for the chance to oﬀer my congratulations to him on more than thirty years of faithful
ministry at First Baptist Church.
I still remember the very ﬁrst time Frank and I met in the late stages of the pastor search process in
2010. That ﬁrst conversation was ﬁlled with energy and synergy; it was immediately apparent that we
had some signiﬁcant mutual commitments and also some very diﬀerent gifts that could be
foundational for a really strong partnership in ministry, faith and friendship. That conversation was a
signiﬁcant conﬁrmation in my own discovery that I was called to serve at First Baptist.
In the years we worked together, my initial instincts were more than conﬁrmed. I discovered that
Frank has a deep love not only for Christ and the Church and a deep commitment to forming people
of all ages in faith, he has a remarkable commitment to the people of First Baptist Athens and the
larger Athens community. He is unique because he not only has highly developed skills in his core
areas of ministry (faith formation and spiritual growth), but a remarkable capacity to develop new
approaches, to begin new ministries, and an agility to ﬁnd the best ways to use his gifts to meet the
needs of a particular moment in the congregation’s life. He has told me on more than one occasion
that his decades of ministry at First Baptist contained multiple distinct seasons that each oﬀered its
own challenges but also became opportunities for energy and renewal. That kind of ﬂexibility, in the
context of deep conviction and profound giftedness, is not found everywhere.
Early on, Frank and I discovered that we shared a commitment to helping new generations of women
and men discover calling in their lives, and particularly those who showed evidence of a calling to
ministry. We found energy in the common belief that if the church isn’t identifying and nurturing
new generations of ministers, we cannot believe that anyone else will. Our mutual commitment to
the importance of mentoring and internship opportunities deepened each other’s convictions in those
regards. We were both energized by First Baptist’s unique opportunities in this regard because of its
proximity to the University of Georgia and relationship with McAfee School of Theology. Frank’s
dissertation work reinforced our mutual learning and growth in these areas. In the larger Baptist
community, I meet people on whom Frank had a profound inﬂuence.
First in my volunteer responsibilities in the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, and more recently in my
new calling, I also have come to know how highly Frank is respected in the larger Baptist world.
Several years ago now, one pastor in another state asked me: “Do you know how fortunate you are to
have one of CBF’s most respected Christian educators at First Baptist?” I told him that I did, but that
his endorsement was just another sign of the depth of respect so many have for Frank.
I will always appreciate Frank’s willingness to do more, to seek new ways of providing better
Christian education through writing Sunday School curriculum, devotional guides and designing
better conversation opportunities for small groups in our church. Over the last decade, he has been in
the midst of some of our congregation’s most signiﬁcant innovations. His skills and dedication were
absolutely essential to the Journeys in Acts, the Let’s Talk series, and the church wide engagement in
the Gospel of Luke that began in 2018. He played a signiﬁcant role in laying the foundations for the
strengthening of our college ministry and our young adult ministry. All the while, he found new

ways to oﬀer pastoral care to church members in times
of grief and change built on the unique foundation of
three decades of shared life and ministry.

one family among so many at First Baptist whose lives
have been touched by Frank and Teresa. And we are
one among many who today express love and gratitude.

Now I am grateful for Frank’s friendship and the
diﬀerent kind of collegiality we share. Now I am
grateful for his ministry to my family and me in the
signiﬁcant transition we have experienced. I am more
and more grateful for his care for all the Baxleys, and
the way all of us have come to love him. We are just

Paul’s words to the Philippians capture well the
gratitude I want to express now to Frank: “I thank my
God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for
you, I always pray with joy because of your partnership
in the gospel from the ﬁrst day until now.”

Gratitude and A Five Star Review
By: Amanda Lewis, Hospice Chaplain, Charlotte, NC
A Tour of FBC Athens with Tour Guide Frank Granger
5 Stars- Would Recommend to a Friend!
Though Frank wears many hats, one that perhaps hasn’t been previously celebrated is his role as FBC Athens Tour
Guide. I had the honor of receiving a tour from Frank and it lasted I think the better part of two hours and could
have gone on all day. He knows the building better than most, with the exceptions of those lucky folks who grew
up playing hide and go seek throughout the halls. But it isn’t just the knowledge of which Sunday school class
meets in each room, it is his connection to each person who makes up this amazing congregation. He has stories
for each room about Bible studies with meaningful conversation, about amazing folks who are prayerfully working to discern how to serve God’s people, and about the joy of Easter Egg Hunts outside on the playground.
I confess that I poked fun of Frank when I realized that he has been ministering at FBC Athens longer than I’ve
been alive. But underneath that initial laughter is my deepest reverence and gratitude for his decades of ministry. In actuality Frank’s tour didn’t stop after two hours. He was my tour guide, and mentor for three years.
Countless times I turned to him saying “I’m trying to learn more about….” and each time he knew just where to
point me, and somehow had at least two books on his shelf on just that very subject. From communion, to Chrismons, to cake recipes Frank could and probably should write a book on it. He helped me to learn and grow, and
encouraged me when I doubted myself. I am forever grateful for his mentorship and wisdom.
Next time it is safe to be in groups, call up Frank, put on a mask and your listening ears, and get ready for the tour
of a lifetime to hear all about how God is working in and through FBC Athens!

